
departments—the “external relations team.” 

To achieve a diverse mix of voices, both long-time sta� with institutional 
knowledge and newer sta� were selected. The team included a few 
members of the original implementation team plus a few technology 
agnostics. Most importantly, the team was comprised of “frontline” 
sta�—manager level or below—the people who work with members on a 
daily basis. “They know members the best, what makes them tick, and 
what’s most important to them.” Later, when organizational strategy is 
discussed, senior sta� would join the conversation. 

Accurate assumption: Listen to Avectra guidance

When new technology is implemented and organizational shifts are made, 
it’s helpful (and comforting) to have expert guidance. “Avectra was 
incredibly supportive, especially in the early stages when they helped us 
understand the A-Score’s potential and identify what we wanted to 
achieve by using it.”

“Both the introductory worksheet and conversations with our Avectra 
team got us thinking about the di�erent ways we’d like to use the A-Score. 
Most importantly, Avectra helped us steer the conversation toward what 
actually are important traits of engaged members, as opposed to what we 
instinctively guessed or assumed.”

Advice: High scores for heavy touches

Rebecca says the tricky part of implementing the A-Score is assigning a 
numerical score to member actions. The League decided the most 
valuable actions are those requiring a higher level of e�ort, for example, 
the use of personal influence, or a greater commitment of time, energy, or 
money. 

“A one-o� thing, like downloading a webinar, is not necessarily a marker of 
a really engaged individual, but calling the knowledge center to get advice 
about building an annual budget—that’s an engaged person taking 
advantage of our services and getting real value back from sta�.” The 
“heavier” touch is weighed more heavily—a touch that wasn’t even 
identified or tracked previously.

Impact: Silos busted and insight gained

As Rebecca and her colleagues weighed the value of member actions, 
they made some interesting discoveries. “We all think everything we do in 
our individual departments is so important, but our discussions about 
member activities opened the floodgates, and our eyes were opened.” 
Team members contributed a broad range of actions taken in the course 
of membership — “things we hadn’t thought of as valuable, but our 
members do.” 

The implementation process led to many more insights about membership 
and program value. “It’s been great timing to have Avectra’s A-Score come 
into our lives at this point because these are conversations we started to 
have about the need to adapt to this new social world and economy.”

“We’ve learned the importance of bringing together a team to identify 
common goals and share data, and how important it is for us as an entire 
organization to unify our business strategy to deliver value to our 
membership.”

Impact: Members shown the way to deeper engagement

The A-Score is helping the League understand and lay out paths of 
membership engagement, as well as engagement for other goals. Now the 
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CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

The League of American Orchestras takes members on a 
personalized journey

From world-renowned symphonies to community groups, the League of 
American Orchestras has a diverse mix of members and business partners, 
including summer festivals, student and youth ensembles, and nonprofit 
organizations. The League serves nearly 30,000 individuals, and keeps 
track of thousands of prospects.

The League’s sta� of 35 had been using Avectra Social CRM Enterprise for 
a year when the Avectra A-Score was released. “The A-Score is a great 
way for us to hit the ground running in year two, while maintaining some 
of the excitement of our first year on a new system,” says Rebecca 
Vierhaus, the League’s Director of Member Services.

Challenge: Members lost on the journey to engagement

Retention and declining dues have been a recent challenge for many 
associations, including the League. Many members weren’t taking full 
advantage of League services, and consequently weren’t seeing the full 
value of membership. Rebecca says, “We needed a better strategy to 
deepen our relationship with members and donors, engage them, and 
guide them along a path to a better association experience.”

To do that, they needed a deeper understanding of the path taken by the 
most engaged and loyal members — an understanding based on data, not 
assumptions. “We want to show our members and donors how to have a 
personalized journey through League programs and opportunities, how to 
have a better member experience. The Avectra A-Score came at a time 
when we were ready to begin this work.”

Challenge: A desire to change, but a lack of resources

The League knew their organizational culture and practices had to adapt 
to a new economic and social environment, especially their approach to 
member and customer service. 

Before Avectra Social CRM, they used an “insane Excel spreadsheet” to 
track basic member engagement, but it was impossible to monitor 
members closely enough to discover engagement patterns. They wanted 
to know where to spend their limited time and how to best communicate 
and connect with members. And like many associations, their departments 
weren’t adept at collaborating and sharing resources with each other.

Advice: Leverage frontline knowledge

Rebecca says, “Implementation requires a lot of thoughtfulness.” The 
League spent two months looking at how the A-Score would work into 
their overall business strategy and help them achieve objectives. 
“Ultimately, we’re looking to convert our members into donors, and our 
program participants into strong leaders in the field and lifelong advocates 
of the League.”

Rebecca advises bringing the right people to the table during the planning 
and implementation phases. The League gathered a team of seven 
employees from the member services, marketing, and fundraising 

League can identify their most engaged members and see what steps they 
took to get there. Based on that knowledge, they can help those with 
lower scores find their way to deeper engagement. 

“We’ve been tracking and reporting basic member engagement stats, but 
we’ve never seen a solution like A-Score. Now we can get a big picture 
snapshot of a member’s level of engagement, and also drill down and 
figure out what we need to do di�erently, how we need to communicate, 
which benefits are working, and which aren’t.”

Impact: Data-based decisions drive the association

The League sees the A-Score as a guide to decision-making “that will 
absolutely make us relevant to members.” Rebecca likes that she can “slice 
and dice” the elements in the total score. 

“It will help us make better decisions about the type of content, 
communication, and service our members need from us. Even in this early 
stage, we see how the A-Score will help us with fundraising campaigns, 
political grassroots campaigns, membership retention, educational 
content, conference marketing, and sponsorship packages.”

Impact: Automation increases productivity and potential

Entrenched in their day-to-day work, the League’s sta� never had enough 
time to extract information from their “mountains of data” and act on it. 
“A-Score automates processes by flagging the most critical relationships 
to cultivate, and alerting us so we can interact with that member by 
sending an email or making a call. We’ve increased our engagement and 
our productivity.”

Impact: Newly energized sta� is excited about the future

Rebecca says the advent of Avectra’s A-Score has reinvigorated the sta�. 
They’re excited about the future and the potential that A-Score brings 
them, especially when combined with Avectra’s Moves Management 
feature. “When we identify members whose scores are falling, we’ll place 
them in a Moves Series to automate their stewardship, with an end goal of 
raising their scores and hopefully gaining a donation or registration.”

Impact: Sta� uses a personal touch never before possible

“One of the most exciting things: we can build the A-Score into our 
workflow so a sta� member is triggered when a member’s score has fallen. 
We take a few minutes out of our day to shoot an email to someone who 
needs some extra TLC to bring them back into the fold, or, even better, we 
can automate that email. This type of outreach wouldn’t have happened 
before.”

Rebecca says, “A-Score is an enormous di�erentiator for Avectra. With 
limited resources, we need the intelligence that only the A-Score can 
provide if we want to become a more member-centric organization. It 
takes our member engagement to the next level and saves time in the 
process. Now do you see why we’re so excited?”
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members do.” 
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and program value. “It’s been great timing to have Avectra’s A-Score come 
into our lives at this point because these are conversations we started to 
have about the need to adapt to this new social world and economy.”

“We’ve learned the importance of bringing together a team to identify 
common goals and share data, and how important it is for us as an entire 
organization to unify our business strategy to deliver value to our 
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of the excitement of our first year on a new system,” says Rebecca 
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associations, including the League. Many members weren’t taking full 
advantage of League services, and consequently weren’t seeing the full 
value of membership. Rebecca says, “We needed a better strategy to 
deepen our relationship with members and donors, engage them, and 
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To do that, they needed a deeper understanding of the path taken by the 
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personalized journey through League programs and opportunities, how to 
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when we were ready to begin this work.”
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to a new economic and social environment, especially their approach to 
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Before Avectra Social CRM, they used an “insane Excel spreadsheet” to 
track basic member engagement, but it was impossible to monitor 
members closely enough to discover engagement patterns. They wanted 
to know where to spend their limited time and how to best communicate 
and connect with members. And like many associations, their departments 
weren’t adept at collaborating and sharing resources with each other.

Advice: Leverage frontline knowledge

Rebecca says, “Implementation requires a lot of thoughtfulness.” The 
League spent two months looking at how the A-Score would work into 
their overall business strategy and help them achieve objectives. 
“Ultimately, we’re looking to convert our members into donors, and our 
program participants into strong leaders in the field and lifelong advocates 
of the League.”

Rebecca advises bringing the right people to the table during the planning 
and implementation phases. The League gathered a team of seven 
employees from the member services, marketing, and fundraising 

A-Score points 
you in the right 
direction in a way you 
didn’t have before. All 
of a sudden you see an 
engaged member that’s 
a pot of gold, someone 
you didn’t even know 
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engaged, but in fact 
doesn’t participate in 
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organization and its 
mission. 

League can identify their most engaged members and see what steps they 
took to get there. Based on that knowledge, they can help those with 
lower scores find their way to deeper engagement. 

“We’ve been tracking and reporting basic member engagement stats, but 
we’ve never seen a solution like A-Score. Now we can get a big picture 
snapshot of a member’s level of engagement, and also drill down and 
figure out what we need to do di�erently, how we need to communicate, 
which benefits are working, and which aren’t.”

Impact: Data-based decisions drive the association

The League sees the A-Score as a guide to decision-making “that will 
absolutely make us relevant to members.” Rebecca likes that she can “slice 
and dice” the elements in the total score. 

“It will help us make better decisions about the type of content, 
communication, and service our members need from us. Even in this early 
stage, we see how the A-Score will help us with fundraising campaigns, 
political grassroots campaigns, membership retention, educational 
content, conference marketing, and sponsorship packages.”

Impact: Automation increases productivity and potential

Entrenched in their day-to-day work, the League’s sta� never had enough 
time to extract information from their “mountains of data” and act on it. 
“A-Score automates processes by flagging the most critical relationships 
to cultivate, and alerting us so we can interact with that member by 
sending an email or making a call. We’ve increased our engagement and 
our productivity.”

Impact: Newly energized sta� is excited about the future

Rebecca says the advent of Avectra’s A-Score has reinvigorated the sta�. 
They’re excited about the future and the potential that A-Score brings 
them, especially when combined with Avectra’s Moves Management 
feature. “When we identify members whose scores are falling, we’ll place 
them in a Moves Series to automate their stewardship, with an end goal of 
raising their scores and hopefully gaining a donation or registration.”

Impact: Sta� uses a personal touch never before possible

“One of the most exciting things: we can build the A-Score into our 
workflow so a sta� member is triggered when a member’s score has fallen. 
We take a few minutes out of our day to shoot an email to someone who 
needs some extra TLC to bring them back into the fold, or, even better, we 
can automate that email. This type of outreach wouldn’t have happened 
before.”

Rebecca says, “A-Score is an enormous di�erentiator for Avectra. With 
limited resources, we need the intelligence that only the A-Score can 
provide if we want to become a more member-centric organization. It 
takes our member engagement to the next level and saves time in the 
process. Now do you see why we’re so excited?”~ Rebecca Vierhaus, 
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members do.” 
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into our lives at this point because these are conversations we started to 
have about the need to adapt to this new social world and economy.”
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way for us to hit the ground running in year two, while maintaining some 
of the excitement of our first year on a new system,” says Rebecca 
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To do that, they needed a deeper understanding of the path taken by the 
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League can identify their most engaged members and see what steps they 
took to get there. Based on that knowledge, they can help those with 
lower scores find their way to deeper engagement. 

“We’ve been tracking and reporting basic member engagement stats, but 
we’ve never seen a solution like A-Score. Now we can get a big picture 
snapshot of a member’s level of engagement, and also drill down and 
figure out what we need to do di�erently, how we need to communicate, 
which benefits are working, and which aren’t.”

Impact: Data-based decisions drive the association

The League sees the A-Score as a guide to decision-making “that will 
absolutely make us relevant to members.” Rebecca likes that she can “slice 
and dice” the elements in the total score. 

“It will help us make better decisions about the type of content, 
communication, and service our members need from us. Even in this early 
stage, we see how the A-Score will help us with fundraising campaigns, 
political grassroots campaigns, membership retention, educational 
content, conference marketing, and sponsorship packages.”

Impact: Automation increases productivity and potential

Entrenched in their day-to-day work, the League’s sta� never had enough 
time to extract information from their “mountains of data” and act on it. 
“A-Score automates processes by flagging the most critical relationships 
to cultivate, and alerting us so we can interact with that member by 
sending an email or making a call. We’ve increased our engagement and 
our productivity.”

Impact: Newly energized sta� is excited about the future

Rebecca says the advent of Avectra’s A-Score has reinvigorated the sta�. 
They’re excited about the future and the potential that A-Score brings 
them, especially when combined with Avectra’s Moves Management 
feature. “When we identify members whose scores are falling, we’ll place 
them in a Moves Series to automate their stewardship, with an end goal of 
raising their scores and hopefully gaining a donation or registration.”

Impact: Sta� uses a personal touch never before possible

“One of the most exciting things: we can build the A-Score into our 
workflow so a sta� member is triggered when a member’s score has fallen. 
We take a few minutes out of our day to shoot an email to someone who 
needs some extra TLC to bring them back into the fold, or, even better, we 
can automate that email. This type of outreach wouldn’t have happened 
before.”

Rebecca says, “A-Score is an enormous di�erentiator for Avectra. With 
limited resources, we need the intelligence that only the A-Score can 
provide if we want to become a more member-centric organization. It 
takes our member engagement to the next level and saves time in the 
process. Now do you see why we’re so excited?”


